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Abstract. In this paper we present the Collaborative Computing Frame-
works (CCF) as an integration platform for e-learning. The capabilities
of the CCF facilitate mixed modes of delivery and the possibility to in-
tegrate already existing e-learning platforms. The CCF features allow to
form different groups during the learning process. This coupled with peer-
to-peer communication facilities, promotes the efficient implementation
of collaborative technologies as an important component of the Dialogue
phase of the learning process. The new Collaborative Computing Trans-
port Layer (CCTL) will allow wireless devices to be experimented with
for the purposes of e-learning. It is envisaged that this direction will
dramatically widen the possibilities for content delivery.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider how the Collaborative Computing Frameworks (CCF)
can be used as an integration platform to deliver e-Learning. The approach is
based on the overall functionalities of CCF to enable the construction of efficient
and flexible collaboratories [2]. CCF supports application, computation and, data
sharing in addition to a wide variety of communication primitives.

There are also systems such as Tango, based on the World Wide Web, which is
an open system providing mechanisms for the rapid integration of applications
into a multiuser collaborative environment. Tango uses client-server approach
and central server to control and distribute information between the clients in
contrast with the peer-to-peer approach of CCF.

There are numerous e-Learning platforms focusing on different aspects of
the learning process facilitating synchronous and asynchronous communication
[10] and ranging from streaming video and audio content to more sophisticated
projects based on peer-to-peer approaches such as Intel’s Share and Learn (SLS)
platform [4].

Another category where most of the current e-Learning systems fall are sys-
tems supporting only existing applications [10]. These systems do not usually
provide a framework for developing collaborative applications.
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The task that we address is to provide a flexible e-Learning platform facilitat-
ing mixed content delivery over numerous universities in the European Union [5]
and focusing on five strands: Undergraduates, Postgraduates, Multidisciplinary
subjects, non-traditional learners, and teachers. Since a variety of e-learning
platforms already exist, CCF will be used as an integration platform, serving
to provide the underlying transport fabric. Moreover since most of this learning
occurs through interaction, it is envisaged that the CCF capabilities will provide
an excellent framework. In addition, the CCF supports a peer-to-peer paradigm
which is vital for this type of interaction.

In section 2, an overview of the CCF is presented while section 3.1 outlines
CCTL and describes its features. Section 4 describes how we are applying the
CCF to e-learning.

2 The Collaborative Computing Frameworks

The Collaborative Computing Frameworks (CCF) is a suite of software sys-
tems, communications protocols, and methodologies that enable collaborative,
computer-based cooperative work [2]. The CCF constructs a virtual work envi-
ronment on multiple computer systems connected over the Internet, to form a
collaboratory. In this setting, participants interact with each other, simultane-
ously access or operate computer applications, refer to global data repositories or
archives, collectively create and manipulate documents spreadsheets or artifacts,
perform computational transformations and conduct a number of other activ-
ities via telepresence. The CCF is an integrated framework for accomplishing
most facets of collaborative work, discussion, or other group activity, as opposed
to other systems (audio tools, video/document conferencing, display multiplex-
ers, distributed computing, shared file systems, whiteboards) which address only
some subset of the required functions or are oriented towards specific applications
or situations. The CCF software systems are outcomes of ongoing experimental
research in distributed computing and collaboration methodologies.

CCF consists of multiple coordinated infrastructural elements, each of which
provides a component of the virtual collaborative environment. However, several
of these subsystems are designed to be capable of independent operation. This
is to exploit the benefits of software reuse in other multicast frameworks. An
additional benefit is that individual components may be updated or replaced as
the system evolves. In particular, CCF is built on a novel communications sub-
strate called The Collaborative Computing Transport Layer (CCTL). CCTL is
the fabric upon which the entire system is built [8, 9]. A suite of reliable atomic
communication protocols, CCTL supports sessions or heavyweight groups and
channels (with relaxed virtual synchrony) that are able to exhibit multiple qual-
ities of service semantics. Unique features include a hierarchical group scheme,
use of tunnel-augmented IP multicasting and a multithreaded implementation.
Other novel inclusions are fast group primitives, comprehensive delivery options
and signals.

Although the CCF was initially developed to construct collaboratories for
natural sciences research [2] it has an unique features which enable its efficient
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use in other application areas. In particular the following CCF capabilities are
important for e-Learning applications: communication among members of a col-
laborative work session, shared access to work area and shared access to data and
information. Further important features of CCF making it particularly suitable
for e-Learning applications are:

– The CCF is not concentrated only on conferencing facilities or application
sharing in contrast to most e-Learning systems, it has an integral provision of
interfaces and shared file and data object space which enable it to strike the
balance between communication, collaborative work and data manipulation.

– The CCF uses a purpose built multicast transport layer (CCTL) designed for
distributed and collaborative applications. It provides multiway or many-to-
many data exchanges and a variety of qualities of service (unordered, reliable
FIFO and atomic) which can be selected to suit the application.

– The CCF has a completely distributed architecture which makes it scalable
and increases performance.

– The CCF provides interfaces and a programming API for developing collab-
orative applications and also facilitates retrofit projects into collaboration
unaware applications.

– The CCF includes also multiway mixed audio, synchronous audio/video,
totally ordered text chat, annotations to dynamic entities, directory services
etc.

– The CCF will be used for collaboration over mobile devices through a CCTL
expansion project for wireless networks [7].

– The CCF offers a framework over heterogeneous environment including ter-
restrial network and wireless devices which other collaborative environments
are not offering so far.

3 The Collaborative Computing Transport Layer

CCTL is the communication layer of the CCF and as such it provides channel
and session abstractions to clients. At its lowest level, CCTL utilizes IP multi-
cast whenever possible. Given the current state of the Internet, not every site
is capable of IP multicast over WANs. To this extent, CCTL uses a novel tun-
neling technique similar to the one adopted in the MBone. At each local subnet
containing a group member is a multicast relay. This multicast relay (called
mcaster) receives a UDP feed from different subnets and multicasts it on its own
subnet. A sender first multicasts a message on its own subnet, and then sends the
tunneled message to remote mcasters at distant networks. The tunneled UDP
messages contains a multicast address that identifies the target subnet. TCP-
Reno style flow control schemes and positive acknowledgments are used for data
transfer, resulting in high bandwidth as well as low latencies. This scheme has
proven to be effective in the provision of fast multiway communications both on
local networks and on wide area networks. IP multicast (augmented by CCTL
flow control and fast acknowledgment schemes) on a single LAN greatly reduces
sender load, thus, throughput at each receiver is maintained near the maximum
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possible limit (approximately 800 kB/s on Ethernet) with the addition of more
receivers. For example, with a 20 member group, CCTL can achieve 84% of the
throughput of TCP to one destination. If in this situation TCP is used, the repli-
cated transmissions that are required by the sender cause receiver throughput
to deteriorate as the number of hosts increases. A similar effect is observed for
WANs; table 1 in [9] compares throughput to multiple receivers from one sender
using TCP and CCTL.

CCTL offers three types of delivery ordering: atomic, FIFO and unordered.
FIFO ordering ensures that messages sent to process q by process p are received
in the same order in which they were sent. FIFO guarantees point-to-point or-
dering but places no constraint on the relative order of messages sent by p and
q when received by a third process r.

CCTL offers both reliable and unreliable message delivery. Reliable delivery
guarantees that messages sent by a non-faulty process are eventually received
(exactly once) by all non faulty processes in the destination set. In a group com-
munication system, this can only be defined in relation to view change operations
(membership protocols).

3.1 Architecture
Hierarchical Group Architecture CCTL is logically implemented as a group
module, interposed between applications (clients) and the physical network. This
module implements the CCTL API and provides session and channel abstrac-
tions. Note that channels are light weight groups supporting a variety of QoS
semantics. Related channels combine to form a heavy-weight group or session.
Recall also that sessions provide an atomic virtually synchronous service called
the default channel. Sessions and channels support the same fundamental op-
erations (join, leave, send and receive) but many channel operations can be
implemented efficiently using the default session channel. Session members may
join and leave channels dynamically, but the QoS for a particular channel is
fixed at creation. Channels and sessions are destroyed when the last participant
leaves.

Fig. 1 shows the CCTL architecture. The group module consists of channel
membership, QoS and session sub-modules. The channel membership module en-
forces view change messages (join and leave). The QoS module also provides an
interface to lower-level network protocols such as IP multicast or UDP and han-
dles internetwork routing (IP-multicast to a LAN, UDP tunneling over WANs).

Several researchers have proposed communication systems supporting light-
weight groups. These systems support the dynamic mapping of many light-
weight groups to a small set of heavy-weight groups. CCTL statically binds
light-weight channels to a single heavyweight session, mirroring the semantics of
CSCW environments.

As noted above, CCTL implements channel membership using the default
session channel. Session participants initiate a channel view change by multicas-
ting a view change request (join or leave) on the default channel. The channel
membership sub-module monitors the default channel and maintains a channel
table containing name, QoS and membership for all channels in the session. All
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Fig. 1. CCTL Architecture

session participants have consistent channel tables because view change requests
are totally ordered by the default channel. This technique simplifies the execu-
tion of channel membership operations considerably. For instance, the message
ordering imposed by the default channel can be used for ordering view changes.
Furthermore, the implementation of channel name services is trivial, requiring a
single lookup in the channel table. The architecture of CCTL logically separates
channel control transmission (using the default channel) and regular data trans-
mission. This separation increases flexibility by decoupling data service quality
from membership semantics.

The hierarchical architecture is also scalable. Glade et al. [6] argue that the
presence of recovery, name services and failure detectors degrade overall system
performance as the number of groups increases. Typically failure detectors peri-
odically poll group members1. CCTL performs failure detection on transmission
of each multicast message. When a failed process is detected, a unified recovery
procedure removes the process from all channels simultaneously, thus restoring
the sessions health.

4 CCF as integration platform for e-Learning

Our approach is based on the educational model which assumes that learning is
an interactive process of seeking understanding, consisting of three fundamental
components: Conceptualization, Construction and Dialogue [3]. We will focus
mainly on the construction and dialogue phases since it is known that much
significant learning arises through dialogue and debate and so new paradigms
of content delivery are needed. There are several approaches, one is to mimic
traditional methods using the new technology and the other to develop new
paradigms blending the content and technology [12]. Our focus is on the later
approach since it is best suited for the dialogue phase. For discussion based
modules we will use rich media based collaborative learning approach and for

1 E.g. Horus [11, 1] transmits a heartbeat message every two seconds.
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didactic courses (for example, geometry, physics fundamentals, theorem proving)
a graphic based more individualized approach will be applied. Also a mixture of
the above can be employed in certain cases.

The experience outlined in this paper is from the current European Com-
mission GENIUS project involving four major IT companies (IBM, Intel, BT
and Phillips), nine universities across the European Union and other training
organizations. Our aim in this project is to address the Information and Com-
munication Technologies (ICT) skills shortage through the following activities:
New Curricula Content development (based on the New ICT Curricula guidelines
proposed by the Career Space consortium 2), focusing on five different strands:
Undergraduate, Postgraduate, non-traditional learners, multi-disciplinary cur-
ricula and training; investigation of different innovative instruction / content
delivery mechanisms, corresponding to the pedagogical paradigms based on the
new ICT curricula and e-Learning platforms of the partners; development of
pilot pan-European collaborative e-learning environment.

Focusing on the collaborative e-learning environment our approach is based
on the already existing software, for example, Learning Spaces and Domino
of IBM, LearnLink of Mentergy through BT, SLS platform of Intel and CCF
developed jointly by Emory and Reading Universities.

To facilitate e-Learning and mixed mode of delivery for the variety of users
(traditional and non-traditional learners) outlined above and focus on the Di-
alogue phase of the learning process we need to rely on efficient collaboration
and interaction. Usually we have synchronous or asynchronous mode of delivery.
In our case we have to facilitate both. Through programmable APIs, additional
modules can be added. Much already exists. We are also faced with the task
that different users (partners) use different e-Learning platforms and we have to
work together.

Here is where the CCF can provide an efficient integration platform. CCF
based on CCTL allows to form different groups which can collaborate. This ap-
proach is efficient in defining different groups involved in the e-Learning process
such as teachers, tutors, learners etc. The group approach allows, if necessary,
different groups to employ to different software or software components. For ex-
ample, group having streaming video / audio in a synchronous way and group
having a discussion using all capabilities of CCF such as white board, chat etc.
The first may use, for example, LearnLink and the second one CCF and / or
Intel’s SLS platform. Further, through the group approach an administrative,
management and other groups are defined. Another advantage of the group ap-
proach and peer-to-peer to paradigm used by CCF is the possibility to keep the
size of the groups manageable and to transfer as shown by Intel’s experiments
with SLS most of the traffic to the local area network.

With the extra CCF features spanning over wireless devices we can present
content and test the limits of heterogeneous collaboration. All the above are
widening the possibility for collaborative e-learning.

2 See www.career-space.com.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented the generic idea of using the CCF as an integration
platform for e-learning. The capabilities of CCF facilitate mixed mode of deliv-
ery and the possibility to integrate already existing e-learning platforms. The
approach allows to form different groups in the learning process. This coupled
with peer-to-peer communication in the CCF allows to efficiently implement
collaboration as an important component of the Dialogue phase of the learning
process and to reduce the traffic over WANs. In addition the new CCTL features
allowing wireless devices to be attached and experimented with for the purposes
of e-Learning which widen the possibilities of content delivery. We plan to report
some experimental results in the near future.
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